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1. Location
The Hungarian population represents almost 10 per cent of the Romanian people and lives mostly
in the counties of Mureş, Harghita and Covasna, in the centre of Romania. In some provinces, like the
Sovata Valley, the Mureş County, where part of this survey was made, they form more than 85 per cent
of the inhabitants. The people speak Hungarian as their mother tongue and many of them have not
learned Romanian at all during their life span. This is due to the fact that they rarely travel beyond the
boundaries of their localities or they have few connections with the Romanian population.
The Romanians born in this region speak Hungarian as their second language and sometimes this
explains why the Hungarians do not have to learn Romanian. Children that are born and live in this
mixed area have communicative performance in both languages at as early as the age of three. The
Romanian children are more biased to learn and speak Hungarian due to the fact that they are longer
exposed to hearing both languages. This mostly happens in mixed families and especially where the
mother is of Hungarian origin.
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2. Teaching foreign languages in Romania.
Teaching foreign languages has always played an important role in our schools and this can be seen
in the structure of the curriculum. Leaving aside the abnormal situation of the 1980s, when not only
English was on the verge of extinction, due to the politics of the communist party, modern languages
are taught from the third grade obligatory, when pupils are nine years old. This is the time when the first
foreign language is introduced. In the fifth grade, at the age of eleven, pupils begin to study the second
foreign language and they continue to study both of them until they leave school, at the age of eighteen
or nineteen. The Hungarian pupils begin to study Romanian in the second grade and the first foreign
language in the third. Most of the teaching depends on having or not qualified teachers of foreign
languages. Teachers without such qualifications are not allowed to teach to pupils between eight and
eleven, that is, in primary school. The second foreign language is taught to Hungarian pupils in the fifth
grade. In some schools English is taught from the second and even from the first grade, as both pupils
and parents can choose it as an optional subject matter.
Our educational system has had a teacher-centered teaching process, based mainly on memorization
and reproduction of the knowledge previously acquired. For the last years the stress has been focused on
the pupils, placing them in the center of the teaching process. They are taught and guided in order to be
skilled in analyzing, synthesizing, comparing, solving and applying the acquired information. The main
aim of the curriculum, as far as primary school pupils are concerned, is to provide them with elementary
education, building up their personality and stimulating the effective and creative relationship with the
social and natural environment (see Planul de invatamant 1994).
The teachers of English are well trained but not enough in number. One reason for this lack is that
the communist policy diminished the importance of studying foreign languages and students directed
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themselves to studying technical domains. The second reason is the low salary the teachers receive. The
young generation, mastering a foreign language, prefer to find jobs in other sectors of activity where
they are better paid.

3. Learning skills and language differences.
During the first classes of primary school the Hungarian pupils learn English more slowly than their
Romanian peers and with a stronger accent of their mother tongue. This is partly due to the fact that
they begin studying both Romanian and English almost at the same time. In secondary and high school
they show the same level of competence and proficiency for the same group of age and training. I have
noticed that the Hungarian pupils study English more consciously and thoroughly, overcoming the
initial handicap in two to three years of study or even less (see Iatcu 2000).
Comparing their progress in the acquisition of a foreign language, namely English, I have noticed
that the Romanian pupils learn more easily and faster than the Hungarian ones, at the beginning. I
assume that this happens because of the structures of the two languages. Romanian is a Romance
language, having correspondences in other European languages whilst Hungarian is a Finno-Ugric
language, taking after no other language spoken around.
There are some differences concerning the phonetic system of the Hungarian language and the
English one. In Hungarian the vowels: [i] as in 'pit', [æ] as in 'pat', [Λ] as in 'rough', [∂] as in 'upper', [∂:]
as in 'blurr' do not exist. However the sounds [∂] and[∂:] can be found in the Romanian phonetic system,
e.g. 'bărbat', 'searbăd'. There are no diphtongs and triphtongs either, palatalizated vowels being used
instead (ö, ő, ü, ű read as the French words 'queue', 'coeur', 'dessus', 'dur'). The following consonants do
not exist as phonemes in Hungarian or Romanian: [dз] as in 'gin', [đ] as in 'this', [θ] as in 'thing', [ŋ] as
in 'hang' and [w] as in 'wet'. The sounds which present difficulty for the Hungarian speaking children
are [đ] and [θ], which are pronunced [d], and [w] which is often pronunced [v]. There are some
difficulties as well when producing the diphtongs and the triphtongs, but these are more easily
overcome because some of them exist in Romanian.
Hungarian and English have also some structures in common from the morpho-syntactical point of
view.The article precedes the noun, unlike in Romanian. The Hungarian definite article is 'a' or 'az' and
its use depends on whether the word that follows begins with a consonant or a vowel, e.g. 'a gyermek',
'az ember'. However, this is not the case for the indefinite article, e.g. 'egy gyermek', 'egy ember'.
The noun in Hungarian and in English has no gender marker. This is not the same in Romanian.
Nevertheless there is differentiation between masculine and feminine, either unmarked or marked
morphologically, e.g. 'fiú', 'lány'; 'tanár', 'tanárnő'; 'tejes', 'tejesné'. Both underlined suffixes mean
'woman'.
The plural is much the same as in English. The mark of the plural in Hungarian is 'k'. When the
noun ends in a vowel, 'k' is simply added, e.g. 'nő' 'nők'. Sometimes the phenomenon called umlaut
appears in such cases, e.g. 'hártya' 'hártyák'; 'mese' 'mesék'. When the noun ends in a consonant 'k' is
preceded by a vowel. This vowel is, unlike in English, variable, e.g. 'ember' 'emberek'; 'harmat'
'harmatok'; 'gyerek' gyerekek'; but there are also words with irregular plural like 'gyík' 'gyíkok' or
'murok' 'murkok', that must be learnt by heart. Compared with English, Hungarian has more irregular
plurals.The noun inflection in Hungarian is richer than in English and the same is in Romanian, that is
why the word order is not fixed.
The linking verb in the 3rd person is missing in Hungarian because it is implied. This causes many
mistakes at the beginners' level. However, the Romanian structure in this case may help, because it is
similar to English.
There are only three tenses: past, present and future but this handicap is overcome by the use of
adverbs. The inflection of the verb is also richer than in English and there are no compound tenses,
which can be found in Romanian, e.g. Én megyek (I go), Te mész, Ő megy (He/she/it), Mi megyük, Ti
mentek, Ők mennek The verbs can be used without pronouns because of the suffixes that indicate the
person and number and this is also like in Romanian.
An interesting fact is that there is no word to express possession. Instead the accusative followed by
the verb 'lenni' (to be) is used, e.g. 'Az embernek egy computere van.' (The man has a computer). This
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aspect causes many problems to the Hungarian students but it is helped out with the Romanian grammar
that has possessives.
A peculiarity of the Hungarian language is the verb prefixes (which in a way resembles the
formation of English phrasal verbs), which can show:
- direction, e.g. 'megy'-'kimegy' (he goes; he goes out) 'ugrik'-'leugrik' (he jumps; he jumps down).
Words like 'lenéz' derived from 'néz' can have double meaning, depending on the context, e.g. 'to look
down at something/somebody' or 'to look down on somebody'. A word like 'fordul' means 'he turns
around' but when preceded by a prefix shows also direction: 'befordul' ('he turns to the…')
- aspect, e.g. prefixes like 'meg-', 'el-', show completeness of the action, e.g. 'elmegy' (he goes away)
- repetition, e.g. 'megmeg-', 'megmegáll' (he keeps stopping)
- something over done, e.g. 'el-', 'be-', 'elsózza', 'behavazza' (he oversalts…, it snows too much)
Some prefixes can be separated from the verb as well:
- before the verb, when another word is in between, e.g. 'levenni'- 'Le sem vette a szemét róla' (He stuck
his eye on it.)
- after the verb, e.g. 'elintézni' 'Nem intézted el a dolgot' (You have not solved the problem.)
To show the relationship between things, the Hungarian language uses either suffixes or
prepositions, but this does not give birth to difficulties, e.g. 'az asztalon' ('on the table'), 'az asztal alatt'
('under the table'). (Balogh et all 1971)
Another problem met during the classes was that of the spelling of the English words. In Hungarian
'a' written without an accent is read [o]. Usually, at the beginners' level, the pupils would write 'o'
instead of simply 'a'. The final 'y' is written both by Romanian and Hungarian pupils 'i'. With the latter
the problem is a little more complicated because in Hungarian the final 'y' is read [j], so very feebly.
There is much trouble both in writing and in reading this letter. In Hungarian 's' is read [∫] so, very often,
the pupils omit the 'h' after 's' in writing, due to the resemblance in reading. The letter 'c' is read in
Hungarian [ts] and only 'k' is read like in English. Many times, when the group of letters 'ck' appeared
the pupils usually omitted 'c'. The letter 'j' is read in Hungarian [j] and when it appeared in words like
'job' the pupils usually read it [job].
A rather difficult problem is that of the stress because the English system differs from the
Hungarian one. We must pay special attention to the cognates in which the position of the stressed
syllables does not correspond. As I mentioned before, Hungarian has its own specific vocabulary that
does not take after any other language but the pupils also know Romanian, especially the intermediate
and advanced (from the fifth form to the eighth and from the eighth to the twelfth form, respectively).
So they stress the word like in Romanian: e.g. uni'form and not 'uniform. Often a misplaced stress
renders the word incomprehensible to the native.

4. Instrumental language and ways of teaching vocabulary.
Hungarian vocabulary is quite different both from English and Romanian. Romanian words are
mainly of Latin origin, which is also true about many English words. In order to overcome this
difference, Romanian language could be used as a referential language, when known by the pupils. This
aid was noticed during teaching English to Hungarian pupils that knew or did not know Romanian.
Undergraduates (from "Petru Maior" University, 2003) admit, more than 75% of them, that they were
helped in learning English by the Romanian vocabulary and grammar.
A rather difficult problem is to teach elementary pupils the vocabulary. Knowing that using the
least of the native tongue is the best for learning, a teacher can be glad that he does not know Hungarian
at all, but he has to check the comprehension of the meaning of the words. So trying to give the
Romanian translation, thinking that words like 'important', 'interesting', 'telephone', 'cinema', 'theatre'
have a similar correspondent, one can be surprised, in a way, to find out that they are completely
different: 'fontos', 'érdekes', 'távbeszélő', 'mozi', 'szinház', respectively, as it can be seen from the table.
When the new lesson contains words denoting objects, it is easier for the teacher because he can
draw them on the board or slips of paper. Then he would ask the pupils to do the same on their
copybooks and write the English words below. It is even better to use colored pencils, the work lasting
in this way longer, while the teacher is repeating the English word, on and on. Then the English words
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written on the board are wiped off, and the children asked to shut their books, and the teacher proceeds
to another checking.
All the words denominating objects in the classroom or within sight or reach are shown to the
pupils each time and the pupils, in their turn, have to point to the object in discussion. They have to
show the books, desks, colored pencils, etc. When it is to show the door or the window, for example, the
pupils had to go close to the object, show it and say: "This is the door".
The difficult problem is to explain the abstract nouns like 'friendship', 'beautiful' or 'bright'.
Teaching is not enough to achieve performance, Full success is also attained by showing respect and
warm feelings towards the pupils That is why the teacher should always try to know and understand
each pupil and all the pupils in a class. So, he would choose two boys or girls, usually desk mates who
are generally friends, too, and tries to explain their relationship. From their faces and gestures, he would
realize whether they understood it or not. If they did, the teacher asks for the Hungarian word,
memorizes it and during the break he would ask his colleagues about it. The communication is always
achieved.
Mimicry can also be used. For example, when explaining 'beautiful' the teacher picks up a pretty
girl, takes her in front of the classroom, and pretending to be in an ecstasy, he exclaims: "What a
beautiful girl!", pointing to her eyes, hair, nose, cheeks and asking: "Isn't she beautiful?"
Even though they do not consciously understand the construction of the language when they are
communicating with others, young children quickly acquire the ability to use complex forms, such as
idioms, with an astonishing degree of accuracy. When he wants to talk to another child, a pupil does so
the way he learned. If one means is not successful, he tries another one; eventually he succeeds. In this
process he becomes aware that the ability to communicate in another language gives him new powers to
express himself. With this awareness usually comes a feeling of personal achievement (see Ohlsen
1961).

5. Findings of the research.
To show how much Hungarian pupils are helped in learning English words making use of their
knowledge of Romanian, I gave a test to a group of 157 pupils belonging to four different schools: two
located in Tg. Mures, the capital city of the Mures county, one in a smaller town, Sovata, and one in the
village of Sarateni. In Tg. Mures the percentage of Hungarian population is 48%, in Sovata is 85% and
in Sarateni (5 km from Sovata) is 100%.
I selected English words that have the same origin as the Romanian ones, and thus having almost
the same spelling, differing only in pronunciation. The 26 words are alike and they do not resemble the
Hungarian ones, except for a few, such as vulkán, konfliktus, akció. The rest of the 14 English words do
not have a similar shape with either Romanian words or Hungarian ones, and the Romanian translation
was not written on the sheets. I tried to find words that are part of the vocabulary known by this group
of age.
The graphs that follow show the percentage of words known by each grade, 3rd and 4th respectively.
The number of pupils in the different classes varied and the percentage method was preferred to show
the situation better and more clearly.
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

ENGLISH
Absent
Accident
Action
Actor
Author
Baggage
Compositor
Dentist
Direction
Conflict
Volcano
Violent
Veterinary
Vehicle
Margin
Victim
Large
Necessary
Nature
Passport
Person
Pirate
Police
Interest
Secretary
Traffic
Body
Bag
Back
Fight
Ice
Light
Morning
Forest
Sound
Trouble
Perhaps
Nurse
Learn
Half

ROMANIAN
Absent
Accident
Acţiune
Actor
Autor
Bagaj
Compozitor
Dentist
Direcţie
Conflict
Vulcan
Violent
Veterinar
Vehicol
Margine
Victimă
Larg
Necesar
Natură
Paşaport
Persoană
Pirat
Poliţie
Interes
Secretară
Trafic
(Corp)
(Sacoşă)
(Înapoi)
(Luptă)
(Gheaţă)
(Lumină)
(Dimineaţă)
(Pădure)
(Sunet)
(Necaz)
(Poate)
(Asistentă; soră)
(A învăţa)
(Jumătate)

Table: Items of vocabulary.
The results of the test are shown in the following graphs:
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HUNGARIAN
Távollevó
Véletlen
Cselekedet
Szinész
Iró
Csomag
Szedö
Fogorvos
(Út)Iráni
Ellentét
Tűzhányó
Eröszakos
Állatorvosi
Jarmü
Szegély
Áldozat
Nagy
Szükséges
Termiszet
Útlevél
Személy
Kalóz
Rendőrség
Érdeklődes
Titkár
Forgalom
Test
Szatyor
Hátulsó
Kűzdelem
Jég
Világos
Reggel
Erdő
Hang
Baj
Talán
Dajka
Tanul
Fél
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Comparing the results, which were put in the above graphs, we can see that the first part of the
words are known by most Hungarian pupils and better by those in the 4th grade. Pupils that knew almost
all of them were from "Unirea" College, an elite school in Tg. Mureş, an institution which gives an
entrance examination to select the candidates, or takes into account the social background of the pupils.
Another important factor is that both teachers of English who teach to these pupils are one Romanian,
the other one half Romanian-half Hungarian. After observing the lessons, I noticed that the explanation
of the unknown words was given first in English, then in Romanian, and with the second teacher,
eventually in Hungarian. The teachers who taught in the schools of Sovata and Sarateni were both
Hungarian, the former having qualifications as a teacher of English and the latter is studying English at
present at "Petru Maior" University.
Looking at the answers of the pupils I noticed that some of them knew the meaning of some words
but did not know the words in Hungarian. Thus, they wrote 'a person's ID used in tourism' for 'útlevél'
(passport), 'wartime' for 'fight', 'office' or 'manager' for 'secretary', 'atmosphere', 'field', or 'in the open'
for 'nature', 'person' taken with the meaning used in grammar for ' I ', 'you' and the rest of them, 'day' and
evening' for 'morning'.
Some pupils, mostly from the third grade, took one word for another, due to their resemblance with
words from Romanian. Thus, we have 'vehicle' (in Romanian 'vehicol') taken for 'pericol' (danger),
'pirate' taken for 'fake', probably in connection with pirated CDs, 'veteran' taken for 'veterinary',
'baggage' for 'garage', 'violin' for 'violent', and others. Some of them wrote the Romanian word with
Hungarian spelling, such as bagázs ('baggage'), policio ('poliţie'), natur ('nature'), akcsident ('accident'),
abszént ('absent'), trafikus ('traffic', although in Hungarian trafik means 'tobacconist').
The latter examples show the interference of Hungarian with Romanian. This is well noticed in the
countryside with population of both ethnicities, where people have more personal and longer contact
with one another. Many words describing public administration are taken over from Romanian, without
any attempt to translate them, as the members of the official authorities are mainly of Romanian
ethnicity. The influence of Hungarian on Romanian is mostly seen in words describing household and
domestic activities, such as 'ler' (Romanian is 'cuptor' for the English 'oven').
Pupils in the third grade know few English words, no matter whether they know Romanian or not.
Nevertheless, pupils that have a Romanian teacher of English have more knowledge of vocabulary. In
the fourth grade pupils show a very good knowledge of vocabulary. This significant change is due to the
acquisition both of Romanian and of other information taught in school.

6. Conclusion
From the analysis of these results we can conclude that special care should be taken in choosing the
right vocabulary for a certain group of students, according to their age and educational background.
Pupils from the Romanian countryside are less exposed to new information, or they simply do not have
enough time to digest it, due to the hard work used to sustain a farm. In a previous study, when teaching
the lesson "My Birthday" I had great difficulty in teaching them words like 'birthday', or 'birthday cake',
as they did not know even when their birth dates were. Socio-cultural associations have proved an area
of difficulty for the foreign learners of English.
Some items have only a conceptual meaning and no emotional or evaluative use attached to them,
thus intervening the cultural gap (e.g., a car parked on a double line, as met in one of our grammar
exercise books, has no other meaning in Romanian than geometrical). Speakers of Romance languages
can be quite unaware of the level of formality inappropriately used when preferring a Latinate cognate
(e.g., 'sufficient' for 'enough', and many phrasal verbs that are so difficult to acquire at a later stage of
learning. A Romanian will always prefer 'tolerate' instead of 'put up with'). What usually is done is to
mix items from slang with relatively formal words, chiefly due to the influence TV watching has on the
learner of English.
A flaw in teaching vocabulary is not to mention the other words collocating with the item taught.
Thus the dictionary explains that 'to give a lift' means 'to help', but does not say in what circumstances.
The textbooks used in teaching English in Romanian schools are not different for Hungarian pupils,
although they should be, and should take into account the differences in spelling and pronunciation as
shown above, especially at an early age. The authors of these books are either of British origin or
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Romanian teachers trained in Britain and the textbooks are not adapted to the Romanian learner (e.g.,
Splash!, textbooks for the third and fourth grades are written by Brian Abbs, Ann Worrall and Ann
Ward and published by Addison Wesley Longman Ltd. in 1997). They should contain a greater number
of explanations and exercises, especially on grammar, as English is learned here and not acquired.
Almost each textbook is accompanied by a workbook. But they are both so expensive, that pupils prefer
to buy only the first.
Another problem met in teaching English in schools is that these books are not a continuation of
one another. Teachers can choose from a rich display of alternative textbooks for different grades and
they sometimes make the mistake of not following all the problems studied in the units, thus a
disruption occurring.
Romanian and Hungarian children sharing the same living area, playing games and sometimes
studying in the same classes, speak Hungarian and Romanian with the same level of proficiency,
showing no accent of their mother tongues. They do not use an exhaustive vocabulary but that specific
to their age. As they grow up they either enrich their vocabulary according to their interests and
individual activities or they might stop using one of the languages. This happens when they move from
their native habitat or if they study in a Romanian or Hungarian school, according to their mother
tongue. Sometimes their parents enroll them in schools that use the others’ language for different
reasons. Thus, the Romanian parents want their children to know Hungarian, for example, because
living in an area where the population is bilingual it is better to know both languages. Some of the
Hungarian parents want their children to know Romanian because, as a long-term goal, they would like
their children to study in a college or university, which have as teaching language Romanian. Adults of
both nationalities keep the accent of their mother tongues if they have not talked the other language for
a longer period of time.
To master a foreign language a pupil has to be able to understand, to speak, to read and to write it.
Since the child learns to speak his native tongue before he attempts to write and read, I think it is natural
for him to learn a second language in a similar way. We have to take into account that, practically,
English is the third language for the Hungarian pupils. We must not forget that they learn Romanian
exactly as a Romanian learns English and consequently a greater care should be taken of the differences
between the three languages. Children do not have metalinguistic awareness from the beginning,
although they are bilingual, and they need to be taught the third language in a slightly different way.
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